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kreate an inline frame 

I with frames 1 Using Frames to Organize a Web Site 

One of the most popular climbing schools and touring agencies in Colorado is 
Cliff Hangers. Located in Boulder, Cliff Hangers specializes in teaching begin- 
ning through advanced climbing techniques. The school also sponsors several 
climbing tours, leading individuals on some of the most exciting climbs in 
North America. 

Debbie Chen is the owner of the school and is always looking for ways to mar- 
ket her programs and improve the visibility of the school. 

She knows that some Web sites use frames to display several Web pages in a 
single browser window and has asked you to help develop a frame-based Web 
site for Cliff Hangers. 

Tutorial 

clifftxt.htm 
linkstxt.htm 
philosphtxt.htm 
tourstxt.htm 
+ 17 HTML 

files 
+ 3 style sheets 
+ 29 graphic 

files 

Review r? 
lefttxt.htm 
lessonstxt. htm 
links1 txt.htm 
Iinks2txt.htm 
Iinks3txt.htm 
middletxt.htm 
newlayouttxt.htm 
righttxt. htm 
+ 16 HTML files 
+ 4 style sheets 
+ 25 graphic files 

maptxt.htm 
nhpolytxt.htm 
notestxt. htm 
+ 13 HTML 

files 
poli.css 
+ 2 graphic 

files 

browyer.css 
listingtxt.htm 
+ 1 7 graphic 

files 

messtxt.htm 
mxxtxt.htm 
+ 9 HTML files 
+ 2 style sheets 
+ 22 graphic 

files 

tempal stxt.htm - 
tempa5sl txt.htm 

tempest.jpg 
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introducing Frames 

Figure 8-1 

Web authors often dedicate individual Web pages to a particular topic or group of 
topics. One page might contain a list of links, another page might display contact infor- 
mation for the company or organization, and another page might describe the business 
philosophy. As more pages are added to the site, the designer often needs a way to dis- 
play information from several pages at the same time--such as a list of links remaining 
on the page at the same time as the contact information is displayed. 

One common solution is  to duplicate that information (such as the list of links) across 
the Web site, but this strategy presents problems. It requires a great deal of time and 
effort to repeat (or copy and paste) the same information over and over again. Also, each 
time a change is  required, the edit must be repeated on each page where the informati- 
appears-a process that could easily result in errors. 

Such considerations contributed to the creation of frames. A frame is a section of a 
browser window capable of displaying the contents of an entire Web page. Figure 8-1 

~ a*. * .  z r 9  

This Web site illustrates a common use of frames: displaying a table of contents in or 
frame, while showing individual pages from the site in another frame. Figure 8-2 illustra 
how a list of links can remain on the screen while the user navigates through the contef 
the site. Using this layout, a designer can easily change the list of links without having B 
change every page on the site because the links are stored on only one page. 
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Planning Your Frames 
Before you start creating your frames, you must plan their appearance and determine 
how you want to use them. There are several issues to consider: -. 

What information will be displayed in each frame? 
How do you want the frames placed on the Web page? What is  the size of each frame? 
Which frames will be static-that is, always showing the same content? 
Which frames will change in response to links being clicked? 
What Web pages will users first see when they access the site? 
Should users be permitted to resize the frames to suit their needs? 

As you progress with your design for the Cliff Hangers Web site, you'll consider each 
of these questions. Debbie has already created the Web pages for the site; your job i s  to 
create the frame layout and insert the correct files into the various frames. Figure 8-3 
describes the different Web pages you'll work with in this project. 

Table of contents links.htm Links to Cliff Hangers Web pages 

diamond.htm Description of the Diamond climbing tour 

eldorado.htm 

Debbie has organized the pages by topic, such as tour descriptions, climbing lessons, 
and company philosophy. Two of the files, 1inks.htm and staff.htm, do not focus on a par- 
ticular topic, but contain links to other Cliff Hangers Web pages. 

Debbie has carefully considered how this material should be organized on the Web 
site and what information the user should see first. She has sketched a layout that illus- 
trates how she would like the frames to be organized, as shown in Figure 8-4. 
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where frames are the individual frames within the frameset. You'll learn how to create 
these frames shortly. An HTML file can contain several framesets nested within one 
another. 

Note that the frameset element replaces the body element in this HTML document. 
Because this HTML file displays the contents of other Web pages, it is not technically a 
Web page and thus does not include a page body. Later in the tutorial, you'll explore 
situations in which you would include a body element to support browsers that do not 
display frames. For now, you'll concentrate on defining the appearance and content of 
the frames. 

Specifying Frame Size and Orientation 
Framesets lay out frames in either rows or columns, but not both. Figure 8-5 shows two 
framesets: one in which the frames are laid out in three columns, and another in which 
they are placed in three rows. 

Frames laid out in columns 

Thc fhst kame The second fiame The third kame 

1 

.. . - 1 

Frames laid out in rows 

The &st kame 

. - 

The second kame 

- - . -- 

The h d  k m e  

. - - 

To lay out the frames in rows, you add the rows attribute 

cf rameset rows="rowl, row2, row3, . 'I- . .  </frameset> 
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I Reference Window I Creating a Frameset 
-- --- - - - ~ -  ~ - ~ 

To create a frameset, enter the frameset element 
<frameset> 

f rams 
1 

</frameset> 
where frames are the individual frames within the frameset. 

0 The frames of a frameset must be laid out in rows or columns. To lay out the frames in 
rows, add the attribute 
r o w s = "  r o w 1  , r o w 2 ,  r0w.3, . . . " 
to the opening <frameset> tag, where fowl, row2, row3, etc. are the heights of the rows 
in pixels or percentages. To allow a row to fill the browser window space not specified for 
other rows, use the value *. 

* To lay out the frames in columns, add the attribute 
co~s="co l l ,  c012, co13, . . ." 
to the opening <frameset> tag, where coll, co42,co13, etc, are the widths of the columns 
in pixels or percentages 

. I , ' " . J , , L " I  ' i3.*,.$ 

The first frameset you'll create for the Cliff Hangers Web site has two robs. The top ; 
row wil l  display the company logo. You'll set the height 05 the row to 85 pixels. The rest 
of the Web site will be displayed in the second row, and you'll set that row's height to 1 
occupy. the rest of the browser window. 1 , I &  ,, , , I 

) 1. Use your text editor to open the clifftxt.htm, linkstxt.htm, philosphtxt.htm, and 
tourstxt.htm files from the tutorial.O8\tutorial folder included with your Data 
Files. Enter your name and the date in the comment section of each file and save 
them as cliff.htm, links.htm, philosph.htm, and tours.htm, respectively, in the 
same folder. 

) 2. Return to the cliff.htm file in your text editor. 

) 3. Insert the following frameset directly after the closing </head> tag, as shown in 
Figure 8-7: 

I Inserting a frameset 

4 i t l g c l i f f  nanpers c1ilPbing %.,lc/title- 

e browser window 

The initial frameset is now defined. Next you must specify the content of the frameset. 
1' I '  I I . fill , , , .  , 2,. . * ,>{I . . l a  - d !  3 I 
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The first row of the frameset will contain a frame dis~lavine the commnv 1og.o. To creatc 

<frame s r ~ = ~ ~ u r l I ~  / >  

where url i s  the URL of the document displayed within the frame. 
Debbie saved the page containing the company logo and address as head.htm. You'll 

place this document in the first frame of the frameset, as shown in Figure 8-8. 

- logo frame 

To set the source of the first frame: 
1. After the opening <frameset> tag, insert the following frame element, as shown in 

- c:,,,., Q 0 

, -. " 

The hm source does 
j to be an HTML fila, . 

. -- can insert graphic& 
Files within frames as well. 
However, frames must 1 

I 1 
always be nested within a 

1 Create a Frame I Reference Window 

6 To create a frame, use the element 
<frame s r ~ = ~ u r l ~ ~  />  

where url is the URL of the document displayed in the frame. 

' I lyul e V-7. 
Add comments to your 
<frame /> tags so that it's 
:lear what content will be 

*frame src="head.htmM I> displayed within each 
'rame. I 
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I 
I , . : a  Inserting the frame element 

d r a e s e t  rors-"85.*"> 
<! -- c q  L T  --% 
4 r r c  src- hea hm /Z 

file displayed within the fram 

) 2. Save your changes to  the file. 

You have successfully specified the source for the first row of the frameset. In the sec- 
ond row you'll insert another frameset. 

Nesting Framesets 
~s 'no ted  earlier, a frameset places frames in either rows or columns, but not both. There- 
fore, to create a layout containing frames in both rows and columns, you must nest one 
frameset within another. Debbie wants the second row of the current frame layout to 
contain two columns: the first column will display a table of contents, and the second 
column will display the Web pages for the various lessons and tours that Cliff Hangers 
offers. You'll specify a width of 140 pixels for the first column, and whatever remains in 
the display area will be allotted to the second column. 

I Figure 8-10 
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Placing: the links.htm and home.htm files in the frame lavoui 1( Figure 8-11 

I 

CUW WANGERS 
8105 Yak Dri* Eider, CO 80301 (303) 555 - 8143 

links frame page frame 

To insert the two frames of the nested frameset: 

) 1. Directly below the opening <frameset> tag of the nested frameset, insert the fol- 
lowing code, as shown in Figure 8-12. 

<!-- List of Links --> 

<!- Cliff Hangers Web Pages --> 

<frame src="home.htm" /> 

Figure 8-12 'I Inserting the frame columns 7 

i!-- Nested Fratreset - I 
drameset cols-"140 *"r I 

< I - -  Liot  of tl& --s 
I 

<fraw ~rc-"lltki.hcr~ J I 

<!-- C l i f f .  HYlg.rS Ycb P 
<frame src---.AtllR /> 

I 

7 1 -  
Save your changes to the file. 

Open the cliff.htm file in your Web browser. As shown in Figure 8-13, the browser 
lays out the contents of the three Web pages within frames in the browser window. 

. . . 
- I . . . '  

. b  - . . . 
. :. . . 

0 .  

. . . .  . -  " . .  . . . . :..: . 
I , .  . . - .  2 .  . .  . I .  ' 

I. - : - I,  . : . , ,3'= . . . - , ,  ' 1 ,  

. . r , a:. ,.s":: 
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of the Cliff Hangers Web site 

*tents of the head.htmg 
- - - - 

of the frame 

Although the browser window displays the three Web pages from the Cliff Hangers 
Web site, the design of the frame layout could use some refinement. Part of the logo has 
been cut off in the head frame. Whenever page content does not entirely fit within the 
frame borders, the browser displays horizontal and vertical scroll bars to allow the user 
to scroll through the rest of the page content within the frame. Scroll bars do not appear 
in the two other frames because all of the page content from the links.htm and home.htm 
files fits within their frames. Debbie doesn't want the scroll bars to appear, so you need 
to format the frame so that it displays all of the company logo. 

Formatting a Frame 
You can control three attributes of a frame: the appearance of scroll bars, the size of the 
margin between the source document and the frame border, and whether or not users 
are allowed to change the frame size. The first attribute you'll work with is the scrolling 
attribute. 

Hiding and Displaying Scroll Bars 
By default, a scroll bar is displayed when the content of the source page does not fit 
within a frame. Yw can averride this *Ring using the scrolling attribute. The syntax for 
this atrribute is  

where type can be either yes (to always display a scroll bar) or no (to never display a 
scroll bar). If you don't specify a setting for the scrolling attribute, the browser displays a 
scroll bar when the page content doesn't fit in the frame. 

Debbie thinks that a scroll bar is inappropriate for the logo frame, and she wants to 
ensure that a scroll bar is never displayed for that frame. Therefore, you need to add the 
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attribute to the frame element. However, Debbie does want scroll bars for the other two 
frames, as needed, so the default value for those frames is  sufficient. 

hars from the loga frame: 
file in your text editor. 

nt for the Logo frame, insert the. fallowing attribute, es 

<!-- Nested Frameset --> 
drameser cols-"140,*"> 
i!-- ~ 1 s t  of Links --> 
dram src-"links. htn" /> 

<!-- c l i f f  HarIgerS web pages --> 
drame src-"hone. htm" /> 

i/frameset> 

qframeset: 

3. Save your changes to the file and then reload cliff.htm in your Web browser. Verify 
that the scroll bars have been removed from the logo frame. 

Although the scroll bar for the logo frame has been removed, depending on your 
screen size, the logo contained in the head.htm file might still be cut off. 

ing from a frame with no scroll bars available to reveal the missing content. To ensure 
that the head.htm file will fit in the logo frame, you need to modify the frame margins. 

aetting Frame Margins 
a Web page in a frame, it places a margin between the Web 

. If the margin i s  too large, part of the Web page might not fit 
at occurred with the logo frame. Generally, you want the mar- 

gin to be big enough to keep the source's text or images from running into the frame's 
borders. However, you do not want the margin to take up too much space, either. 

You've already noted that the margin height for the logo frame is too large, and this 
has shifted some of the text beyond the border of the frame. To fix this problem, you 
need to specify a smaller margin for the frame so that the logo can move up and allow 
all of the text to be displayed in the frame. 

The attribute for specifying margin sizes for a frame is  

m a r g i n h e i g h t = n v a l u e l B  m a r g i n ~ i d t h = ~ * v a l u e ~  

where the marginheight value specifies the amount of space, in pixels, above and below 
the frame source, and the marginwidth value specifies the amount of space to the left 
and right of the frame source. You do not have to specify both the margin height and 

Figure 8-14 

-w Lrlarlyr, II 

e layout or fo 
xoperties k some older 
- , y w * h  I 
,ly refresh the Web site. 
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width. However, if you specify only one, the browser assumes that you want to use the 
same value for both. Setting margin values is a process of trial and error as you deter- 
mine what combination of margin sizes looks best. 

To correct the problem with the logo frame, you'll decrease its margin size to 0 pixels. 
This setting will allow the entire logo to be displayed within the frame. You don't need to 
change the margins of the other frames. 

, , . . i l lSJIR,~  2 1 - ~ ! - ' . ! ; r ~  .f 4 - 7 
2. Within the frame element for the logo frame, insert the following attribute, as 

shown in Figure 8-15: 

Figure 8-15 
- -- 

Set the frame margin height 

m" scl-olllng-"m" r ~ r g l ~ i g h c - " O "  /> 

<!-- Nested Fra@e5@t --> 
dra reser  cols-'140 *", 

<!-- L is t  of  ~ i &  --> 
dram? src-"1inks.hm' /> 

I <!-- cliff mangers web Pages --> Lhead.htm file will be 0 pixels ] 
drame src-"ho~e-ha"  /w 

r Web browser. As 
thin the frame with 

no scroll bars showing. 

rre 8-16 I Revised frame layout 
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I 

Formatting a Frame I Reference Window 

To contrd whether a frame contains a scroll bar, add the attribute 
scrolling-" type* 

to the frame dement, where fype is either yes (scroLL bar] or no (no serdl bar). If you do 
not specify the scrdling attribute, a small bar appears only when the content of the frahe 
source cannot fit within the bun&* of the h a .  
To control the amount of spacer bewsen the h m e  source and the kame boundary, add 
the attribute 

margin~idth=~value~ margimheight=*vaP~e~ 
to the frame element where the vcri&h and height values are expressed in pixels. The 
margin width is the space t o  tb left and right of the fame source. The margin height is 
the space a b w  and below the frame w rce .  If you do not specify a margin height or 
width, the browser assigns dimensions based on the csntent of the frame source. 
To keep users from resizing frames, add the fdlowing attribute to the frame element: 

n~resize=~naresize~ 

Debbie is  satisfied with the changes you've made to the Web page. Your next task is to 
prevent users from resizing the frames. 

I Controlling Frame Resizing 
I By default, users can resize frame borders in the browser by simply clicking and dragging 

a frame border with their mouse. However, some Web designers prefer to freeze, or lock, 
frames so that users cannot resize them. This ensures that the Web site appears as the 
designer intended. Debbie would like you to do this for the Cliff Hangers Web site. The ' attribute for controlling frame resizing is 

nore~ize=~~noresize~~ 

Many browsers also allow you to insert this attribute as simply 

without an attribute value. However, this form is not supported by XHTML because 
XHTML requires all attributes to have attribute values. You'll follow this principle in the 
code we create for Debbie's Web site. 

To prevent users from resizing the frames on the Cliff Hangers site: 
1. Return to the cliff.htm file in your text editor. 

2. Within each of the three <frame I> tags in the file, add the attribute 

noresize="noresize" 

3. Save your changes to the file and then reload cliff.htm in your Web browser. 

) 4. Verify that the frames are now locked in and cannot be resized by the user. 

5. I f  you want to take a break before starting the next session, you can close any open 
files and programs now. 

Debbie is pleased with the progress you've made on the Cliff Hangers site. In the next 
session you'll modify the properties of the links in the table of contents frame so that all 
links open with the page frame. 
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Review I Session 8.1 Quick Check 

1. What are frames, and why are they useful in displaying and designing a Web site? 
2. Why is  the <body> tag unnecessary for pages that contain frames? I 
3. What HTML code do you use to create three rows of frames with the height of the 

first row set to 200 pixels, the height of the second row set to 50% of the display - 
area, and the height of the third row set to occupy the remaining space? 

4. What HTML code do you use to specify home.htm as a source for a frame3 
5. What HTML code do you use to remove the scroll bars from the frame for 

home.htm? '1 

6. What HTML code do you use to set the size of the margin above and below the 
contents of the home.htm frame to 3 pixels? 

7. What is  the size of the margins to the right and left of the frame in Question 6? 
8. What code would you use to prevent users from moving the frame borders in 

home. htm? 

I 

Working with Frames and Links 
Now that you've created frames for the Cliff Hangers Web site, you're ready to work 01 

formatting the links for the Web page. The links page contains five links, which point tc 
the pages as shown in Figure 8-1 7: . 

The Home Page link points to home.htm. ' 
The Our Philosophy link points to philosph.htm. 
The Climbing Lessons link points to lessons.htm. 
The Tours link points to tours.htm. 
The Staff link points to a frameset stored in the staff.htm file. 

cp . CIS 7 .  3 ,7 r-:r1,~1 ( i ,  



Our Phdosophy - 
philosph.htrn 

ult, clicking a link within a frame opens the linked file inside the same frame. 
this is not the way Debbie wants each of the links to work. She wants the link 

Home, Our Philosophy, and Climbing Lessons pages should appear in the lower- 

Tours page should appear in the table of contents frame. 
frameset from the staff.htrn file should occupy the entire browser window. 

specify the location in which to open a hypertext link, you must first assign each 
a name. This is  done by adding the attribute 

frame element, where name is  the name assigned to the frame. Case is important 

ION." Also, frame names cannot contain spaces. For the Cliff Hangers 
you'll name the three frames logo, links, and pages. 
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Reference Window I Directing a Link to a Frame 
- - .  - 

First, assign a name to a i e  by adding the name attribute 
namesu nameQ 

to the <frame> tag, where name is the name of the frame. 
To point the target of a link to a named frame, add the following attribute to the hyper- 
text link: 
target="namen 

To point all links in a document t o  the same target, add the following element to the head 

.,, ..,,, ., .lame the frames in t h ~  J i f f  Hanger site so that you can specify where 
Debbie's various pages will open when users click the links in the left frame. 

i 
-. . - - 

Tr) assign fram 
1. P-'.rn to the cliff.htm file in pW?ekf e&r. 
- .  

Nithin the first <frame /> tag, insert the following attribute: 

le="logo" ' 

3. Within the second cframe /> tag, insert the following atMhuk 

name="linksn 

, 1.. Nithin the last dbeyme /> tag, insert the following &tribute: 

name="pagesM 

Figure 8-18 highlights the revised codi in  the file. 

section of the document: 
- 

<base taraet='namel' / >  

<!-- cmpany LO 0 --v 
drame src- 'hea?. hrn" scrol ling-"no" marginheight-"O" noresize-"noresize" II-W- 
<!-- rresred FraiWSet --> 
drameset cols-"140 *"v 

<! -- ~ i r t  of ~inTcs --> 
drame src-"1.lnks.htm" noresize-"noresize" -"$ma /> 

c!-- c l i f f  Hangers web Pages --> 
drame src-"hcne.htm" noresize-"noresize" --' fi  

Now that you* named the frames, the next task is to specify t b  pages frame as the 
target for the Home Page, Our Philosophy, and Climbing Lessons FFnks-so that clicking 
each of these links opens the corresponding file in the pages frame. In Tutorial 2, you 
learned how the target attribute can be used to open a hypertext link in a new browser 
window. You can also use the target attribute to open a linked target in a frame. To point I 
the link to a specific frame, add the attribute I 



to the <a> tag for the hypertext link, where name is the name you've assigned to a frame 
on your Web page. For the links to home.htm, philosph.htm, and lesson.htm, the name 
value is pages because all of these links should open within the pages frame of the Cliff 
Hangers frameset. Add these target names to the hypertext links within the links.htm file. 

To specify the target for the hypertext links: 

) 1. Open the links.htm file from the tutorial.O8\tutorial folder with your text editor. 

) 2. Within the <a> tags for the Home Page, Our Philosophy, and Climbing Lessons 
links, enter the following attribute, as shown in Figure 8-19: 

Assigning a target to a link 

<u1> 
c l i h - a  h r e f - " h e .  htm" rarget="pages">Hcme P a g e < / m / l l r  
< l i x a  href=;;yhi losph. hrm" target="pages ' M u r  Phi l o s o p h y c / a x / l l ~  
41 l x a  h re f-  essons. hrm" t a r g e r = " p a o e s " x l  imbi ng ~essons</a-x / l  i >  
<I i - x a  href- "tours.  t T t m " > ~ o ~ r s < / a x / l  i> 
411-a h r e f- " s r a f f .  h t m W > s r a f f < / m / l i >  

</ul> 

) 3. Save your changes to the file. 

) 4. Reload the cliff.htm file in your Web browser. 

) 5. Click the Our Philosophy link in the links frame. Verify that the Our Philosophy 
page opens in the pages frame, as shown in Figure 8-20. 

Viewing the philosophy page , . I  , I 
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) 6. Click the links for the Home Page and the Climbing Lessons links and verify that 
both pages are also displayed within the pages frame. 

Trouble? I f  you click one of the other links in the frame, the browser will open the 
file in the links frame. Reload or refresh the cliff.htm file to restore the frameset to 
its original appearance. 
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Using Reserved Target Names 
The remaining two tags in the list of links point to a list of the tours offered by Cliff 
Hangers, stored in the tours.htm file, and to a staff information page, stored in the staff. 
htm file. The tours.htm file does not contain information about individual tours; instead, 
it is an expanded table of contents of pages on the Cliff Hangers Web site. The purpose 
of the tours.htm page is to replace the links.htm page when a user clicks theTours link. 
The links frame will then display the table of contents shown in Figure 8-21. A user can 
click on an individual tour name to open a page about that tour, 

4 

Links to the tour pages 

Home Page 

Our Phllosophv 

Cllrnblny Lessnns / 

yui:tlt Glepofl / 1 
Lumpy R~dge 

- North Face 

Klener's 

/ The Dlamand I 

To have tours.htm appear in the links frame when a user clicks theTours link, you can 
specify links (the name of the frame) as the target. However, you can also do this using 
reserved target names. A reserved target name i s  a special name that can be used in 
place of a frame name as a target. This is useful when the name of the frame is unavail- 
able, when yw want the page to appear in a new window, or when you want the page 
to replace the current browser window. Figure 8-22 describes the reserved target names. 
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1 Resand ~ug.t ~ u n r  Function in a humut 
11 blank Loads the twaet ddocment into a new browser window 

I - -. -. - . - - a - -  - - - -  - - - -  

1 -parent Loads the tarqet document into the parent of the frame containinq the link 

r Loads tb document into the full display area, replacing the current 

I All reserved target names begin with the underscore character ( - ) to distinguish them 
from other target names. Note that reserved target names are case-sensitive, so you must 
enter them in lowercase letters. Debbie wants the contents of the tours.htm file to be dis- 
played in the links frame. You can specify this behavior by adding the target 

I - self 

to the hypertext link for the tours.htm file. 

Reserved target names 

- 
Laads the taraet dwument into the frame containing the link 

Using the -self target 
I 

<Ill> 
c l i x a  href="hcme. htm" rarget="pages">nae Page</ax / l i>  
c l i x a  href=" hilosph. h a ' '  t a r g e t - " p a g e s " ~ u r  Philosophy</ax/ t i >  
< l i x a  href="~essons.htm" target-"pa e s W x l i . b i n g  ~ e s s o n s < / a x / l i  
< l i x a  hre f="rwrs .  hrs" t a r - - f - " - s e l ? " > ~ w r ~ , / = - ~ l + -  
<I i x a  href='*staff .  htm"zsta a x / l  i> 

</Ill> 

instead of inserting the same target attribktes for each link, you ;an instead specify the 
target by inserting the base element 

, 2 ,  

target specified by name. You decide to use the base element in the iours.htm fjle, setting 
the default target for all hypertext links to the pages frame. The tours.htm file also con- 
tains a link that takes the user back to the links.htm file when the user clicks theTours 
link again. So, when a user clicks the Tours link the first time, the browser loads the 
tours.htm file (the expanded table of contents); and when a user clicks theTours link 

I To add the -self reserved target name to the Tours link: 

I ) 1. Return to 1inks.htm in your text editor 

I ) 2. Within the hypertext link for the tours.htm file, insert the following attribute, as 
shown in Figure 8-23: 

target="-self" 

1 ) 3. Save your changes to  the file. 

) 4. Reload cliff.htm in your Web browser and verify that when you click the Tours link, 
the tours.htm file opens in the links frame. 

Next you'll work with the links in the tours.htm file. Debbie wants each tour page that 
.I 

is linked to the tours.htm page to appear in the pages frame when a user clicks its respec- 
tive link. When a Web site contains manv links that should all ooen in the same frame. 

I <base target="nameV / >  

in the head section of the document. This wav, hv~ertext links will bv default oDen in the 

again, the browser returns to the links.htm file. You'll specify -self as the target for this 
particular link. 



( To modify the target$ for the tours.htm file: 

Hme Page 

Our Ph~losophy 

Ckrnbuig Lessons 

Tours 
i 

Peht Grepon 

Lumpy Ridge 

Worth Face 

Klener's 

The Mamond 

Bdorado 

*ff 
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I 

I As you can see, clicking the Tours link gives the effect that the list is  expanding and 
contracting; but in reality, one table of contents file is  simply being replaced by another. 

The final link you must create points to a Web page of staff biographies. Debbie asked 
another employee to produce the contents of this Web page, and the results are shown in 
Figure 8-26. 

The Cliff Hangers staff page I ' . I  I 

Heme Page 

cu W s O P h v  
C h b w  Lessons 

P e M  &CDOn 

me m m m d  

Jef f  B e s t e r  I 

7 

37 

-mdAQng.-mmm 
Hangers 

r , Figure 8-27 I 



In a frame layout, always 
have Web pages that lie 
outside of your Web site 
open in a new Window or 
tab to avoid making exter- 
nal pages appear to be 
part of your frameset. 

This is not what Debbie wants. She wants the Staff Web page to load into the full dis- 
play area, replacing the frame layout with its own layout. To target a link to the full dis- 
play area, you use the -top reserved target name. The -top target is often used when one 
frameset is accessed from another frameset. 

You should also use the -top target when you are linking to pages outside of your Web 
site. For example, if Debbie wanted to add a link to the Colorado Tourism Board Web site, 
she wouldn't want that Web site to appear within a frame on the Cliff Hangers Web site. 
Having the Tourism Board Web site appear within the Cliff Hangers frameset could easily 
confuse users, making it appear as if the Colorado Tourism Board is a component of the 
Cliff Hangers Climbing School. 

To apply the -top target to the staff link: 

) 1. Return to the 1inks.htm file in your text editor. 

) 2. Enter the attribute 

to the <a> tag for the Staff link, as shown in Figure 8-28. 

) 3. Save your changes to the file. 

ng the target of the Staff link 

<u1> 
<li><a href="home.htm" target-"pagesW>~ome Page</a></li> 
<l i><a href=:: hilosph.htm" target-"pages"wur ~ h i l o s o p h y < / a x / l i >  
< l i ~ a  href-  yessons. htm" target="pa e s W x l i m b i n g  ~essons</;u</li> 
< l i x a  href="tours.  htm" target="-sel?">~ours</a>i/li> 
< l i x a  hre f="s ta f f .  htm" r a r n  ="-TOP > s t a f f < / a x / l i >  

</ul> 

) 4. Return to  the tours.htm file in your text editor, and repeat Step 2 to  ensure that 
the Staff link on that page also opens in the full browser window. Save your 
changes to the file. 

- 

) 5. Reload cliff.htm in your Web browser. Verify that clicking the Staff link displays 
the full frameset for the Staff pages within the browser window. 

the staff.htm page will occupy 
the complete browser window 

) 6. Click the Home Page Link at the top of the links frame to return to the cliff.htm file 
in your browser. 

Debbie has viewed all the links on the Cliff Hangers Web site and i s  quite satisfied 
with the results. However, she wonders what would happen if a user accesses her site 
with a browser that does not display frames. Although most browsers do display frames, 
she also must consider the needs of people who access the Cliff Hangers Web site with 
screen readers and other nonvisual browsers. If possible, she wants to accommodate 
browsers that don't support frames. 

Using the noframes Element 
You can use the noframes element to make your Web site viewable with browsers that 
do not support frames (known as frame-blind browsers). The noframes element marks a 



:* 
section of your HTML file as code that browsers incapable of displaying frames can use. 
rhe noframes element is nested within the frameset element and uses the syntax 

<head> 
ctitle>titlec/title> 

</head> 
<frameset> 

frames 
cnoframes> 

<body> 
page content 

I 
c /body > 

c/noframes> 
</f ramesetz 
</html> 

where page content is the content that you want the browser to display in place of the 
frames. There can be only one noframes element in the document. When a browser that 
supports frames processes this code, it ignores everything within the noframes element 
and concentrates solely on the code to create the frames. When a browser that doesn't 
support frames processes this HTML code, it ignores the frameset and frame elements 
and renders whatever appears within the <body> tags. This way, both types of browsers 
are supported within a single HTML file. 

Cliff Hangers has been using the nonframed Web site displayed in Figure 8-29 for sev- 
eral vears. 
- I - - -  

Frameless version of the Cliff Hangers home page a - 
Figure 8-29 

I 
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Reference Window I Supporting Frame-Blind Browsers - 1 
To provide content for browsers that do not support frames, add the code 
<noframes> 
<body> 
page content 

</body> 
</noframes> 
to the document, where page content is the content that will appear on the Web page. 

nonframed Web 

1. Return to the cliff.htm file in your text editor. 

2. Directly above the closing </head> tag, insert the following link to the noframes. 

? 

. -. ,. . . . .  - - 

*!- Noframes version of this page -> 

</noframes> 

p 4. Save your changes to the tlle. 

Now copy the body content from the noframeshtm file into the cliff.htm file. 

) 5. Open the noframes.htm file in the tutorial.08\tutorial.folder included with your 

) 6. Copy the HTML code for the page content, including both the opening and the 
closing <body> tags in the selection. 

7. Return to the cliff.htm file in your text editor and paste the copied code within the 
noframes element you inserted in Step 3. Figure 8-30 shows the revised code in 1 the cliff.htm fil. 

b 

- ' , .  . 

:. 

. . 
. . >  

. . , I ' 8 

. . -  .- - . . .  , . - .  . .  .. . . . .  . . _ I  . . . . -  . . . . - . . 8 , .  ; '. . , , - - - . . 
.I . , -. - . : . . 1 - . . .. . .  . .. . , 

- .  
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Inserting the noframes version of the Cliff Hangers home page 
(I 
I 

ditlWliff Hlngers Cliabi xhool< title 
<link kef-"nofr-s.crsm r2-  stylesket" A 

I <mrtb I 
<!-- wested Frameset --% 
dramwet  cots-"140 *"> 

<!-- L is t  Of  ids --> 
d r w o  src-"1inlrs.km" m e s i z e - " w e s i z e "  mme-"llnk~" /> 

<!-- C l i f f  HangWs Yeb Pag4?5 --> 
&ranre src-"home. htm" noresize-"notesize" niune-"pages" /r I <,fru*set> 

b 8. Save your changes to the file and then reload cliff.htm in your Web browser. 
Browsers that support frames should not look any different because the noframes 

dered only by frame-blind browsers. - 
Of the major browsers, only Opera allows the user to disable frames to test the nof- 

rames element. To disable frames in Opera, click Preferences from the Tools menu to 
open the Preferences dialog box, click Content from the Advanced tab, and then click the 
Style options button. Deselect the Enable frames check box to turn off support for frames. 

Tip 1 
You can also support 
frame-blind browsers by 
creating two versions of 
your Web site: one using 
frames and the other wit 
out frames. Provide your 
users with an opening 
splash screen to let therr 
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Insight I Making Frames Work with Search Engines 

By their nature, frames are not friendly to search engines because they don't have any page 
content for the search engines to index. However, there are a few things you can do to make 
your frames more accessible. One is to add emeta /> tags to the head section of the docu- 
ment with keywords that the search engines can use in creating their search indices. How- 
ever, emeta /> tags are only a partial solution because not all search engines use them. 

For a more complete solution, always include page content within a enoframes> element. 
The page content should be extensive enough to describe your site's purpose and contents, 
providing enough information for search engines to create a proper index for your site. 
Search engines also take into account that most Web sites cover multiple pages. Therefore, 
part of the indexing process undertaken by a search engine is to navigate through all of the 
links within a Web site, creating a list of important keywords as it goes. This means that you 
should also include any navigation links within the <noframes> section of your file so that 
the search engines will be able to see those links and act upon them. 

By using <meta /> tags and enclosing important page content within the enoframes> tag, 
you can make your site much more accessible to search engines, removing one of the draw- 
backs often associated with frames. 

Working with Frame Borders 
Some browsers support additional attributes that you can use to change border size and 
appearance. For example, you can remove borders from your frames to free up more 
space for text and images, or you can change the color of the frame borders so that they 
match or complement the color scheme for your Web site. 

Setting the Frame Border Color 
To change the color of a frame's border, many browsers support the bordercolor attribute. 
The syntax for this attribute is 

bordercolor=~colorl~ 

where color i s  either a color name or a hexadecimal color value. The attribute can be 
applied either to an entire set of frames, by applying it to the frameset element, or to 
individual frame elements within the frameset. The bordercolor attribute is not part of the 
official specifications for HTML and XHTML, so you should not rely on it for your frame 
design. 

Debbie wonders how the Cliff Hangers Web site would look with brown frame 
borders. You'll use the bordercolor attribute to experiment with this. 

To set the frame border color: 

) 1. Return to the cliff.htm file. 

) 2. In  the opening <frameset> tag, enter the following attribute: 

) 3. Save your changes to the file and then reload cliff.htm in your Web browser. If 
, your Web browser supports the bordercolor attribute for frames and framesets, 
' .'.< 
+ your Web site should look like Figure 8-31. 

I f .  , _ .i I 
.J? 

: , .'$; .. . 
L.4; 
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Y b  .._' 

,.?.I 4s: v; 
- .  
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I 

r EZ- TO orvE OF kMouCA'S BE- WM8ING ml5 
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dmbgr$(lo Bodbes, Norrhere eke In America I$ there 

lfOh alplne mutes The area presents the dlmber Wh a 
-of muigple-mc$n&s and blg wall routes. Whether 
w a r n  here M enjoy Lha spectacwtar sceneq or to -In for 
m exppdttlon, you can ch,eose no beFh8r place Ehan t@ 
mFada Fmnt Rgnge. 

uwlmoneebb~ngskheeexpertence~theRoddestoyou 
lepr  thein cRn Iwngeai CSmbRg S c M .  Whether ynu 

ner, Itching to learn the M e n d  art of dlmblng, or 
?gzM,nouotill eer lw@~g for guldes to We you 
m some pf Rocky klowI?aln Dlatlonal PaKs more chalhgbg 
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I-, Mepal, anBPalBstan. All have intlrnate lrnowledga of 
he Colorado RadQe~ and know the best places to go to help 
ou experience the wonder and beauty of the area. 

Q cqntact us today, ana start dlnbing tomorrow 

Setting the Frame Border Width 
You can also remove the frame borders entirely by applying the frameborder attribute 

<frame f r a m e b ~ r d e r = ~ ~ v a l u e ~  / >  

to the frame element, where a frameborder value of 0 removes the frame border and a 
value of 1 displays the border. Different browsers respond in different ways to this 
attribute, and some browsers do not support the attribute at all. Other browsers require 
you to apply the border attribute 

<frameset b ~ r d e r = ~ v a l u e ~ >  . . .  </frame> 

to the frameset element to remove frame borders, where value is the size of the border in 
pixels. Note that the border attribute is applied to the frameset element, while the frame- 
border attribute is  applied only to the frame element. Like bordercolor, the border 
attribute is not part of the specifications for HTML and is not supported by XHTML. 

To specify whether a fratfla border is displayed, add the attribute 
f rameborder=" val uen 

to the <frame> tag, where value is 0 to hide the border and 1 to display it. 

Debbie decides that although the brown borders look fine, the page might look 
cleaner without any borders at all. To ensure compatibility with the greatest number of 
browsers, you'll use both the frameborder and the border attributes in your HTML code. 

I Reference Window 



To remove the frame borders: 

) 1. Return to  the cliff.htm file in your Web browser. 

) 2. Delete the bordercolor attribute that you added to the opening <frameset> tag in 
the previous set of steps. You don't need this attribute because you're going to 
remove the frame borders entirely. - . _ ,  ... 

) 3. Insert the attribute I 
border="O" 

within the opening <frameset> tag. 

4. Insert the attribute 

frameborder="O" 

within each of the three <frame> tags. Figure 8-32 highlights the revised code. 

1 1- Removing frame borders 1 Figure 8-32 

I p 5. You've finished your edits on this file. Close the cliff.htm file, saving your changes. , 
t ) 6. Reload c1iff.htm in your Web browser. As shown in Figure 8-33, the borders are I [a removed from the frames in the frame layout. . . . . 

Fi~ure 8-33 ) Final frame lavout 

Home Page 

Ow Pixksophy 

Ctmtnhg ~essons 
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By the borders, you've created more space for the text and images on each 
Web page. You've also created the impression of a seamless Web page, which some Web 
designers prefer in order to give the illusion of a single Web page rather than three sepa- 
rate ones. However, other Web designers believe that hiding frame borders can confuse 

as they navigate the Web site. 

[creating lnline Frames 
Another type of frame used on Web sites is an inline frame in which the frame appears 
not within a frameset but within the body of a Web page. Much like an inline image dis- 
plays the contents of graphics file or an embedded object displays a video clip, an inline 
frame displays the contents of a Web page. lnline frames are created using the iframe 
element 

sfframe 8 s ~ ~  urZA ~ 9 b ~ = ~ ~ v a l u e l ~  height= value"> 
926ernate &teat: 

E Jif ram% 

*re url is  the URL of the document you want displayed in the inline frame and alter- 
nate content i s  content displayed by browsers that don't support inline frames. The width 
and height attributes are required, and they set the size of the inline frame in pixels. For 1 example, the following code displays the contents of the jobs.htm file within an inline 
frame that is 500 pixels wide x 200 pixels high; browsers that don't support inline frames 
will display a paragraph containing a link to the jobs.htm file: 

<iframe src=" jobs. htm" width="500N height=r120011 > 

<P> 
View the online <a href =It jobs. htmll>jobs liatingsc/a>. 

</P> 
</iframe> 

If the contents of the iobs.htm file cannot fit within the specified dimensions, the Web I Tip 
browser will automat~cally add the necessary horizontal'and vertical scroll bars to enable 

I 

You can also u s  the 
the user to scroll through the contents of the file. 

1 
. lnline frames support many of the same features as inline images. You can resize them, 
float them on the page margins, and specify the size of the margin around the frame. You 
can also use many of the attributes associated with frame elements. Figure 8-34 summa- 
rizes some of the attributes associated with inline frames. Note that some of the listed 
attributes have been deprecated by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). You can 
replace many of these attributes using CSS style sheets. 
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Attribute Description 
Allans the inline trame with the surrounaina content mDrecatea) 

border="valueW Sets the size of the border wound the frame in pixels (deprecated) 

frameborder="l lo" Specifies whether to display the inline frame border (1 = display; 
0 = no frame border) 

height='value" Sets the height of the frame in pixels 

hspace="value" Sets the horizontal marqin around the frame in pixels (deprecated) 

marainheiaht="value" Sets the vertical marain within the frame in pixels " - " 

marginwidth="value" Sets the horizontal margin within the frame in pixels 

name="texY Specifies the name of the frame 

scrolling="yes I no" Specifies whether or not to display scroll bars around the frame 

src="urP Sets the source of the document within the inline frame 

style="stylesw Provides inline styles to be applied to the frame 

vspace="value" Sets the vertical margin around the frame in pixels (deprecated) 

Figure 8-35 
1 

A 

width="value" idth of the frame in pixels - 
Debbie would like to use inline frames on the Cliff Hangers Philosophy page to create 

a slide show for users to view high-resolution images from Cliff Hangers tours and 
classes. As shown in Figure 8-35, Debbie wants to give users the option to click on 
thumbnail versions of the photo images that would then load the larger images onto the 
Web page. 

I, 
Creating a slide show with inline frames 

- - -- 

u r  P h i l o s o p h y  

clicking the thumbnail image loads a new image into the inline frame 

O u r  P h i l o s o p h y  

Click the Images blow to vrsw slides from Clnff Hangon tour 

Like frames within framesets, inline frames support the name attribute. This attribute 
provides a way of targeting the inline frame for hypertext links. For example, if you set 
the name of an inline frame to docs, the hypertext link 

View the online <a href =I 1  jobs. htm" target=lfdocslt>job listings</a> 

will open the jobs.htm file within the docs inline frame. 
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Creating an Inline Frame , Reference Windnw 

To create an inline frame within a Web page, add the code 
ciframe s r ~ = ~ u r l "  width="xraluee height="valuewz 

where url is the U R L  of the document you want displayed in the inline frame and alter- 
nate content is content displayed by browsers that don't support inline frames. The 
width and height attributes define the size of the inline frame in pixels. 
To create a link to an inlins f r m ,  first add the name attribute 

<if r a m  src=" urlfl width="value" height=# valueN name="namefl > 

-- a'- --- - 

7. Directly after the opening <div id="leftCol"> tag, insert the following opening 
<iframe> tag: 

I>. Directly below the inline image for the philosphl.jpg file, insert the closing 
:/iframe> tag, as shown in Figure 8-36. 

b Tin 

To replace an inline image 
with an inline frame, match 
the size of the frame to  the 
size of the image and 
remove any internal mar- 
gins and frame bordm- , 
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. . 
The area elements corresponding to these four hot spots are: 

<area shape=Itrectn ~ o o r d s = ~ 1 5 , 8 , 1 0 1 , 6 5 ~  href=l lphi losphl . jpgl l  / r  
<area ~ h a p e = ~ ~ r e c t "  ~ o o r d s = ~ 1 0 2 , 8 , 1 8 8 , 6 5 ~ ~  href=11philosph2. jpgN / >  
carea ~ h a p e = ~ l r e c t ~ ~  ~ o o r d s = ~ ~ 1 8 9 , 8 , 2 7 5 , 6 5 ~ ~  href=11philosph3.jpgn / > , i~ - .  : 
<area ~ h a p e = ~ ~ r e c t ~ ~  ~ o o r d s = ~ 2 7 6 , 8 , 3 6 2 , 6 5 ~ ~  href=11philosph4. jpg'" / >  

To have each hot spot open the high-resolution jpeg image within the inline frame, you 
also must add the attribute 

ta rget="s l ideI1  

to the <area> tag because you named the inline frame with the slide target name. 
Debbie wants you to add the image map to the philosph.htm file using the hot spots 
listed above. 
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A JJ:-- 'he image map for the inline 

cdiv id-"1eftcol"z 
qiframe s r c - " P l 2 s p h l .  jpg" name-"slide" widtbr'380" hei ht-"260" 

scrol ing-"no" margiwidth-"0" narginhe~ght-"0" !r-border-"OW> 

I <ing src-"philosphl. jpg" alt -"" widtb"380" height="26OV /> 

</ifr- 

q x l i c k  the ima es b e l y  t o  view sl ides from c l i f f  Hangers tours& /> 
w?dth=="38OP' height-"73" " '  : ~ ~ $ ' ~ ~ ' l : ; y l e -  &der- l>dth: Opx" /> 

I frame 

Close the phflosph~htm file, saving your changes. 

.Reload the cliff.htm file in your Web browser and click the Our philosophy link. 

Click each of the four thumbnail images and verify that the Web page displays the 
- corresponding image in  the inline frame above the row of thumbnails. 

mi You can close any open files or programs now. 

Keeping Pages Within Their Frames I Insight 

n a frame-based layout, ideally you want all of your Web pages to be accessed only within 
he context of the frameset. However, with Web search engines such as Google and Yahoo!, 

this might not always be the case. For example, a user might enter your Web site not from 
the home page containing the frameset but from another page, thereby bypassing the 
frame layout you created for all the pages in your Web site. Accessing the Web page outside 
of its frame context can make it difficult for the user to navigate through the rest of your 
Web site, especially if you've placed all of your hypertext links on another page. 

One way to avoid this problem is to force browsers to always access your Web site through 
the frameset. You can do this by running a short JavaScript program. JavaScript is a pro- 
gramming language developed for use with HTML and Web browsers. Use the code 

cscript type=lltext/ javascriptl'> 
if (top.location == self.location) top.location = "frame.htm 

in the head section of any document within the site, where frame.htm is the file containing 
the frameset. When the browser attempts to open the page outside of the frameset, this 
code will force the browser to open the frame.htm file instead. This code can also be used 
iith documents that should only appear within an inline frame. In that case, frame.htm is 
L- '"leb page containing the inline frame and the code prevents documents from appearing 

l e  of the inline frame. 

~ ~ l , e  completed y w r  wark fQr W i e  and the Cliff Hangers Climbing Schoal. Uoing 
p, you've- m z e d  an intetesing p r ~ n f a t h  that is both aitractivt; d easy ta navigate. 
p i e  is p l e a d  and will get hack to yau if she any additional wark done. 
I 
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Review I Session 8.2 Quick Check 

1. When you click a link inside a frame, in what frame does the target Web page 
appear by default? 

2. What attribute would you use to assign the name Address to a frame? 
3. What attribute would you add to a link to direct it to a frame named News? 
4. What attribute would you use to point a link to the document sales.htm, with the 

result that the sales.htrn file is displayed in the entire browser window? 
5. What tag would you use to direct all links in a document to the News target! 
6. Describe what you would do to make your Web page readable both by browsers : 

that support frames and by those that do not. 
7. How would you set the frame border width to 5 pixels? 
8. Specify the code to create an inline frame that is  300 pixels wide x 200 pixels high 

and contains the Web page glossary.htm. 

( Tutorial Summary 

In this tutorial, you learned how to create and use frames. In the first session, you learned 
how to create a frameset and arrange the frames in rows or columns within a set. You also 
learned how to specify which document appears within each frame. The first session con- 
cluded with a discussion of some of the frame attributes used to control the frame's 
appearance. The second session explored how to direct a link's target to a specific frame. .' 
In addition, you learned some of the other attributes that can be used to format a frame's '; 
appearance. The session also showed how to support browsers that don't recognize 
frames. The tutorial concluded by demonstrating how to create inline frames. 

Key Terms 
frame (Web design) 
frameset 
inline frame 
reserved target name 
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6%- 1 Review Assignments 

- " 

Debbie has asked yw ta revise the layout fw lhe  Cliff Hangm Web site. Skwou ld  like 
the links to appear In separate frames so that users can always etick a link for s specific 
page or collection d pages no matter where they are on the Web sile* Figure 8-39 shows 
a preview of the new frame layout you'll create for her Web site. 

I 
Figure 8-39 

This is a large Web site containing 53 files; however, you'll only have to create the fol- 
lowing files in order to complete the frame layout for the site: 

left.htm a file containing a link to a list of Web pages describing Cliff Hangers 
lessons.htm a file describing the lessons offered by Cliff Hangers 
linksl .htm a file containing the list of Web pages describing Cliff Hangers 
links2.htm a file containing the list of tours offered by Cliff Hangers 

links3.htm a file containing the list of Cliff Hangers staff members . 
middle.htm a file containing a link to the list of tours offered by Cliff Hangers 
newlayout.htm a frame layout for the Cliff Hangers Web site 
right-htm a file containing a link to the list of Cliff Hangers staff members 

Complete the following: 

1. Use your text editor to open the lefttxt.htm, lessonstxt.htm, linksl txt.htm, 
links2txt.htm1 links3txt.htm, middletxt.htm, newlayouttxt.htm, and righttxt.htm 
from the tutoriaI.O8\review folder included with your Data Files. Enter your name 
and the date in the comment section of each file and save them as left.htm, lessons. 
htm, linksl .htm, links2.htm1 links3.htm1 middle.htm, newlayout.htm, and right.htm, 
respectively, in the same folder. 

.7 
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2. Go to the newlayout.htm file in your text editor. This file will contain the frame lay- 
out for the Cliff Hangers Web site. Create a frameset consisting of three rows. Set the 
height of the first row to 85 pixels, set the height of the third row to 40 pixels, and 
let the second row occupy the remaining space between the first and third rows. Set 
the border color of the frameset to brown. 

3. Within the frameset, insert a frame and nest two more framesets. Name the frame 
top and display the head.htm file within it. Set the margin height of the frame to 0 
pixels. Set the first frameset to display two columns, with the first column 150 pixels 
wide and the second column occupying the remaining space. Set the second 
frameset to display three columns of equal width. 

, - -  4. Within the first nested frameset, insert two frames named links and docs. Set the 
' 

- ---- - margin width of both frames to 0 pixels. Display the links1 .htm file in the first frame 
. and the home.htm file in the second frame. 

:-,-! 7.7- 5. Within the second nested frameset, insert three frames containing the files left.htm, 
middle.htm, and right.htm. Name the frames left, middle, and right. Set the margin 
width of all frames to 0 pixels. 

6. Within the head section of the file, insert a link to the noframes.css style sheet. - 

7. For browsers incapable of displaying frames, have the file display page contents cop- 
ied from the noframeshtm file. Remember to include the opening and closing 
<body> tags. 

8. Close the file, saving your changes to the file. 
9. Go to the linksl.htm file in your text editor. Set the default target for all links in the 

file to the docs frame. Close the file, saving your changes. 
10. Repeat Step 9 for the links2.htm and links3.htm files. 
11. Go to the left.htm file in your text editor. Set the target of the hypertext link in the 

file to the links frame. Close the file, saving your changes. 
12. Repeat Step 11 for the middle.htm and right.htm files. 
13. Go to the lessons.htm file in your text editor. Deb wants to insert an inline frame 

within this file, displaying a list of lessons offered by Cliff Hangers. At the bottom of 
the page, insert an inline frame in which to display the lessonlist.htm file. Set the 
width of the inline frame to 600 pixels wide x 220 pixels high. 

14. For browsers that do not support inline frames, have the browsers display a hypertext 
link pointing to the lessonslist.htm file. 

1 5. Close the lessons.htm file, saving your changes. 
16. Open the newlayout.htm file in your Web browser. Verify that you can view all of 

the Web pages from the Cliff Hangers site within the appropriate frames. 
17. Go to the Climbing Lessons page on the Web site and verify that the list of climbing 

lessons appears within an inline frame with a vertical scroll bar. 
18. Submit your completed files to your instructor. 
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Apply 1 Case Problem 1 

C l i c k  t h e  s l a t e  m a p  :o v t e w  c o u n t q - D L - c o ~ i n t r  r e s u l t :  

Complete the following: 

1. Use your text editor to open maptxt.htm, nhpolytxt.htm, and notestxt.htm from ths 
tutorial.O8\caseI folder included with your Data Files. Enter your name and the 
date in the comment section of each file. Save the files as map.htm, nhpoly.htm, 
and notes.htm, rspertively, in the same folder, 

2. Go to the nhpoly.htm R L e  in your tesct editar, Create a frameset that consists of ttvo 
rows, with the tap ~ Q W  set at 130 pixels and the bothm raw occupying the remain- 
ing space in the browser window. Set the frame border color to green. 

3. Display the title.htm file in the first frame of the frameset Set the margin width of 
the frame to 0 pixels and name the frame top. 

4. Nest a second frameset within the first frameset consiking of two columns, with the 
left column set at 1 3 5  pixels wide and the right calumn occ.cupying the remaining 
space in the browser window. 

5. Display the map.htm file in the first frame of the nested framest. Name the frame 
links and set the margin width to 0 pixels. 
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1 A ~ a l v  I Case Problem 2 1 

F; - 
r 

6. Nest a third frameset within the main frameset, consisting of two rows. Set the width 
of the first row to 50 pixels and the second row to whatever space i s  left in the 
browser window. 

7. Display the notes.htm file in the first frame. Name the frame notes and set the mar- 
gin width to 0 pixels. Name the second frame documents and display the statewide. 
htm file in it. Set the margin width to 0. 

8. For browsers that don't support frames, display the page content copied from the 
elections.htm file. 

9. Save your changes to the nhpoly.htm file. 
1 0. Return to the map.htm file in your text editor. Set the default target of all hypertext 

links in the file to the documents frame. Save your changes to the file. 
11. Return to the notes.htm file in your text editor. Set the target of the hypertext link in 

the file to the documents frame. Save your changes to the file. 
12. Open nhpoly.htm in your Web browser. Verify that the frame layout resembles that 

shown in Figure 8-40. Also verify that all the links open in the documents frame. 
13. Submit your completed files to your instructor. 

Apply your knowledge Data Files needed for this Case Problem: back.jpg, brlogo.jpg, browyer.css, 
of  frames to create img0l .jpg - imgl S.jpg, 120481 .jpg, listingtxt.htrn, and pback.jpg 
inline frames for 
photos on a realty Browyer Realty Linda Browyer is  the owner of Browyer Realty, a real estate company 

in Owatonna, Minnesota. She's asked you to help her design a Web page for her current 
listings. Linda envisions a Web page that displays basic information about a listing, 
including the owner's description. She would like to have several photos of the listing on 
the page; but rather than cluttering up the layout with several images, she would like 
users to be able to view different images by clicking a link on the page. Linda wants the 
images to open within the listing page, not on a separate Web page. Figure 8-41 shows a 
preview of the page you'll create for Linda. 
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home sits proudly on a 6.8-acre high 
ttlng is exceptfonal, and 

the home is every bit as exciting! A bright, open layout is enhanced by vaulted ceilings, 
hardwood and tumbled, ceramic flooring, custom maple cabinetry, upgraded fixtures, 
numerous windows, and lncredlble views. 

There is much more. The 1 property includes a 40x54 
storage building - perfect for a 
large boat and machinery. An 
exposed walkout on lower 
level leads down to a ' 

beautiful wooded area. 

An extra bathroom, bedroom, 
and familv room can b6 added 
to the unfinished basement 
for more living space. 

More Detalls Request a ShMng Other UsUngs I 

. < -  . >- 
J I 

Complete the following: I ?  -.l 

e - . , ?  f m -  

7,. 1:' < !J4*$+;&:. 
1. Use your text editor to open listingtxt.htm from the tutoriaI.O8\case2 folder --.? r. 

included with your Data Files. Enter your name and the date in the comment sc 
tion of the file and save it as listing.htm. 

2. Locate the inline image for the img0l .jpg file (it's floated off the left side of the sec- 
ond paragraph). Use this image as the alternate content for an inline frame, enclos- 
ing the image within an inline frame with the following attributes: 

The source of the frame is the img0l .jpg file. 

The name of the frame is  slide. 

The frame is 300 pixels wide and 225 pixels high. 

The frame's internal margin width and height are 0 pixels. 

Do not display scroll bars around the frame. 

3. Insert a comment above the floating frame indicating its purpose on the Web page. 

4. Change each of the 13 entries in the list of photos to a link. Direct the first entry to 
img0l .jpg, the second entry to img02.jpg1 and so forth. 

5. Direct the 13 links you created in the previous step to the inline frame (named slide 
in Step 2). , r+- v .  - .  . 

6 .  Save your changes to the file. 
- C.J.  

7: :a f< - 1.4- 
7. Using your Web browser, open listing.htm. Verify that each link displays a different 

photo on the Web page and that the rest of the page remains unchan 
' 

11 

8. Submit your completed files to your instructor. - , 

-,$i 
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Challenge I Case Problem 3 

2 external style sheets, and 22 graphic files 

SkyWeb Astronomy Dr. Andrew Weiss of Central Ohio University maintains an 
3stronomy page called SkyWeb for his students. On his Web site, he discusses many 
aspects of astrono-- and observing. One of the pages he wants your help with involves 
the Messier catalo,, .vhich is  a list of deep sky nhjects of particular interest to astrono- 
mers and amateur observers. 

ur. Weiss wdnts his pdge LO ~ontain a slide show of various Messier objects, displating 
both a photo of the object and a text box describing the object's history and features. He 

' 

wants his users to be able to cljck a forward ar backward button t~ move through the 
slide show! and he wants the r s t  of the Web page .ta rgmajn unchanged as users view 
the presentation. Figure 8 4 2  shoas a preview of the page th& LTr: Welss wants to create. 

I Sky l a b  
" .  

, -\.. . - . .  -1 ->ip; 
The Messier Objects 
*- . 

- \ 
- -  r - 

M e s s i e r  objects are st* o b p ,  &sifted by b l r p ~ m o n o m e r  Charles M e d e r  in the 18UI century, 
r e  ranglng from distant gab* to star dusters to stellar nebula. The catalog was a major mslestone 

- . . I  - I 

h the Mtq Of astronomy, as Kt was the fkst mp7ehemtw M of deep sky objects. wor~kalty, 
- * Chades wasn't Prll that mteresth tn the objects tn MS kt. tie made the catalog in order to 

avoid mfftaMng those objects fof o r b s ,  which were hLs Due passton. 

Messler objects are Went@& by Messier Numbers. The fkst ob)ect in Messlw" mtnlog, t k  Crab Nebula, Is 
bbeiled MI. The k t  object, M I 1 0  Is a satellrte galaxy m e d  h the c o ~ t f o n  Andromeda. There Is no 
systematic orderlng h the Messter Catalog. Messler entered objects Into the kt as he fwnd them. 
SmUmes he made mistakes and once he entered tt'te same steilar object m. The obbg hes undergone 
same strght TwWons since Me&&s Wne, mrrectlng the mktakes in the ortghrd. 

One of the great pursults for amateur 
astronomers is to do a Messk 
Marathon, trying to vkw ail of the objects 
In Meswr's catalog In one night. 
UnfortunateJy, If you want to see sll of 
them, you have to start loddng right afier 
sunset and mnMHIe unW just before 
sun* - hence the term, 'marathon." 
March is the onty month In the yeafin 
whtch an astronomer can run the mmpkte 
marathon. 

Use the buttons to vlwv some of the more 
popubr objects in Meskfs mtakg. 

M31: The Andranmda G a l a x y  

m~adramada m1. e 
ar nearest large gaky. At. 
dstaDced2.9m&si- 
tbcBdarykmdfbtchib~ 
i a F h e z o e a ~ o f ~ -  
d*mroartiSaad '?: : 

' L  - 

- m- ..f 
;'% 

A*. h+vw~ create a presentation like this, you can nest om inline frame inside of amher. Dr. 
a h  

fleiss has created the text you need for the Web site. Yaur job is ta create the frames 
needed to complete the Web page, , . + 

. - -  
+ :, 4 

G -. .. - - , .  . - % -  
- 

I . ,  

* ' d* . -,, . ; $7- . - ' ,  . - 
.< . - -? ->. 

I-, 
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Complete the following: 

1. Using your text editor, open mxxtxt.htm from the tutorial.O8\case3 folder included 
with your Data Files. This file will act as a model for pages that display descriptions 
and images of the Messier objects. You'll start by using this file to create the page for 
Messier object M01. Enter your name and the date in the comment section of this 
file and save the file as m0l.htm in the same folder. 

2. Replace the text of the page title and the h l  heading with MOI: The Crab Nebula. 
3. Replace the inline image mxx.jpg with the image file m0l.jpg. 
4. Replace the inline image mxxdesc.jpg with an inline frame with the same id name 

and dimensions. Set the source of the inline frame to the m0ldesc.htm file. ' 

5. Copy the page content (excluding the opening and closing <body> tags) from the 
m0ldesc.htm file and paste that content within the inline frame to provide alternate 
text for browsers that don't support inline frames. 

6. Point the hypertext link for the Previous button to the file m57.htm. (You'll create 
this file shortly.) 

7. Point the hypertext link for the Next button to the file ml3.htm. (This is  another file - you'll create shortly.) 

8. Close the file, saving your changes. 
@EXPLORE 9. Using your work on the m0l .htm file as a guide, use your text editor with the 

mxxtxt-htm file to create similar Web pages for the other eight Messier objects. Save 
the files as mlS.htm, mlC.htm, rnm.htm, m27.htm, m3l.htm, m42.htm, nn53.Rttq 
and m57.htm. Be sure to enter yaur name and the dafe in the comment sectian of 
each file. The titles for these pages are: 

I 

M I  3: Hercules Globular Cluster 
M I  6: The Eagle Nebula 
M20: The Trifid Nebula 
M27: The Dumbbell Nebula 
M3 1 : The Andromeda Galaxy 
M42: The Orion Nebula 
M5 1 : The Whirlpool Galaxy 
M57: The Ring Nebula 

The inline frame for each page should point to the file containing descriptive text on 
the Messier object. For example, the floating frame for the ml3.htm file should dis- 
play the ml3desc.htm file, and so forth. 
The Previous and Next buttons on each page should point to the previous and next 
Messier object files. For example, the buttons in m27.htm should point to m20.htm 
and m31 .htm. The Next button for m57.htm should point to m0l .htm. Save your 
changes to all the files, and then close them. 

10, Use your text editor to open the messtxt.htm file. Enter your name and the date in 
the comment section of the file. Save the file as messier.htm. 

11. Scroll down to the div container with the slide show id. Within the id, insert an 
inline frame with the following properties: 

Set the source of the frame to the m0l .htm file. 
Set the frame dimensions to 460 pixels wide x 240 pixels high. 
Set the internal margins to 0 pixels. 
Set the width of the frame border to 0 pixels. 
For browsers that don't display inline frames, display a text message indicating 
that they need inline frames to view the slide show and include a hypertext link to 
the m0l.htm file. 
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m-- 
@ EX P LO RE 12, Save your changes to the file, and then open messim.h;hn in your Web browser. 

Click the Previous and Next buttons and verify that you can navigate through the list 
of Messier objects without disturbing the rest of the Web page. Verify that you can 
use the scroll bars around the description box to view descripti~ns of each object. 

@EXPLORE 13, Return to the m0l.htm file in your text editor. Add code to the head sed th  of the 
document to force the file to always appear within the inline frame of the rnasier. 
htm file. 

14. Repeat Step 13 for ml S,htm, ml  i.htm, m20.htm1 m27.htm, m3l .htm, m42.htm, 
m51 .htm, and m57htm. 

@EXPLORE 15, Attempt to the open the m0l.htm file in your Web browser. Verify that when,you 
attempt to load the file, the browser automatically opens the messier.htm file (with 
the m0l .htm file showing) instead, preventing users from seeing the m0l .htm file 
outside the contents of the rest of the Web site. 

16. Submit your completed files to your instructor. 

Test your knowledge Data Files needed for this Case Problem: tempalsftxt.htm, tempals2txt.htm, 
of frames by creating a tempa2sl txthtm, tempa2s2txt.htm, tempa3sl txthtm, tempa3~2txt.htn1, 
frame layout for a tempa3s3txt.htm, tempalsl txt.htm, tempa5sl txt.htm, and tempt.jpg 
Shakespeare play. 

Mansfield Classic Theatre Steve Karls, the director of Mansfield Classic Theatre in 
Mansfield, Ohio, has come back to you for help on his Web site listing the great plays of 
classic theatre. He has decided to place the entire text of Shakespeare's The Tempest on 
his Web site. He would like to use a frame layout, with the dialog from the scenes dis- 
played in one frame and a list of links to each scene in the play displayed in another 
frame. He wants a third frame that displays the logo for the company's production of The 
Tempest and a fourth frame that contains links to sites on the Web containing commen- 
tary on William Shakespeare and The Tempest. He has already created the HTML files 
for nine scenes from the play and has created a graphics file containing the logo. He 
needs your help in creating the frame layout. 

Complete the following: 

1 . Open the tempal s l  txt.htm through tempa5sl txthtm files from the tutoriaI.O8\case4 
folder in your text editor. Within each file, insert a comment section containing your 
name and the date. Save the files as tempalsl .htm through tempa5sl .htm, respectively, 
in the same folder. 

2. You are free to design the pages with any styles or content you think will enhance the 
site. Save any styles in an external style sheet named ws.css in the tutoriaI.O8\case4 
folder. 

3. Use your text editor to create an HTML file named tempest.htm that will contain the 
frame layout for the Web site. Save the file in the tutorial.O8\case4 folder included 
with your Data Files. Enter your name and the date in a comment section of the file. 
Include any other comments you think will aptly document the purpose and content 
of the file. 

4. Use your text editor to create an HTML file named scenelist.htm that will contain a list 
of links to the nine scenes from the five acts of The Tempest. Save the file in the tutorial. 
08\case4 folder. Enter your name and the date in a comment section of the file. 
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- 5 .  Use your text editor to create an HTML file named weblinks.htm that will contain a 

list of links to five sites you locate on the Web containing commentary or articles on 
The Tempest or Shakespeare. Save the file in the tutorial.O8\case4 folder. Enter your 
name and the date in a comment section of the file. 

6. In the tempest.htm file, create a frameset layout containing the following four 
frames: 

A frame displaying the dialog from a scene in the play 
A frame displaying the scenelist.htm file 
A frame displaying the logo for the production of The Tempest (use the file 
tempest.jpg) 
A frame containing the weblinks.htm file 

7. The layout of the frameset is  up to you, but it should be designed so that links to 
each scene from the play open in the frame displaying the scene dialogue, and links 
to external Web sites open in the entire browser window, replacing the frameset. 

8. For sites that do not support frames, have them display a Web page with the name of 
the play in an h1 heading and the text "Read an online version of Shakespeare's The 
Tempest from the Mansfield Classic Theatre." 

@ E X P L O R E  9. Add JavaScript code to the head section of each page on the Web site so that if a 
user attempts to open the file in a browser, the browser will load the entire frarneset 
from tempest.htm. 

10. Open tempest.htm in your Web browser and verify that all of the pages are readable 
within the frame layout and all of the hypertext links open in the correct frame or 
browser window. 

@ E X P L O R E  11. Open the individual files in your Web browser and verify that the frameset con- 
tained within the tempest.htm file opens instead. . -  - 

12. Submit your completed files to yourinstructor. 2 ,  ...' . 'I* 
- .  . .'= 

Session 8.1 

1. A frame is  a section of a browser window capable of displaying the contents of an 
entire Web page. Frames do not require the same information (such as a list of links) 
to be repeated on multiple pages of a Web site. They also enable a Web designer to 
update content in one place in order to affect an entire Web site. 

2. Because there is  no page body in a frame document. The frame document displays 
the content of other pages. 

3. <frameset r0ws=~'200,50%, * w >  . . . </frameset> 
4. cf rame src="home. htm" / >  

5. <frame src="home. htm" scrolling="nol' / >  

6. ef rame sr~=~'home. htmtf marginheight="3" / >  

7. 3 pixels 
8. <frame s r ~ = ~ ~ h o m e .  htm" noresize="noresize" / >  

Session 8.2 

1. The frame containing the link 
2. name="Addressn 

3. target="NewsN 

4. target=''-top'' 
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Ending Data F 

5. Place the tag <base target="Newsfl / >  in the head element of the document. 
6. Create a section starting with the <noframes> tag. After the <noframes> tag, enter a 

<body> tag to identify the text and images you want frame-blind browsers to display. 
Complete this section with a </body> tag followed by a </noframes> tag. 

7. eframeset  border=''5"> 

8. <if r a m e  ~ r c = ~ ~ g l o s s a r y .  htm" w i d t h = " 3 0 0 n  he ight="200u t d i f r a m e >  

Tutorial D Review r l  
cliff.htm left. htm 
links.htm lessons. htm 
philosph.htm links1 .htm 
tours.htm links2.htm 
+ 17 HTML files links3.htm 
+ 3 style sheets middle.htm 
+ 29 graphic files newlayout.htm 

right.htm 
+ 16 HTML files 
+ 4 style sheets 
+ 25 graphic files 

browyer.css messier.htm scenelist. htm 
listinghtm + 9 HTML files tempal s l  .htm - tempa5sl .htm 
+ 17 graphic files + 2 style sheets tempest. htm 

+ 21 graphic files tempest.jpg 
weblinks.htm 
WS.CSS 

map.htm 
nhpoly.htm 
notes.htm 
poli.css 
+ 13 HTML files 
+ 2 graphic files 


